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Abstract. This work presents an e�cient hybrid method based on Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) and Termite Colony Optimization (TCO) for solving Resource
Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP). The search process of this hybrid
method employs PSO iterations for global search and TCO iterations for local search.
The proposed method works by interleaving the PSO and TCO search processes. The PSO
method update schedules by considering the best solution found by the TCO approach.
Next the TCO approach picks the solutions found by PSO search and perform local
search around each solution. Each individual in TCO approach moves randomly but it is
biased towards locally best observed solutions. Apart from hybridization, a new constraint
handling approach is proposed to convert the infeasible solutions to the feasible ones. The
standard benchmark problems of size j30, j60, j90, and j120 from PSPLIB are used to
show the e�ciency of the proposed method. The results showed that although PSO and
TCO methods independently give good solutions, the hybrid of PSO and TCO gives better
solution.

c 2013 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The classical single-mode resource constrained project
scheduling problem has been an active research area
in recent years. In RCPSP problem, it is assumed
that we have a project consisting of a set of activities
with �xed durations. Arrangement of the activities
is performed subject to the precedence and resource
constraints. The resources are considered renewable.
Upon these assumptions, the goal is to �nd a feasible
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schedule of the activities that minimizes the makespan
of the project [1].

In a standard from, the RCPSP is described as
follows.

Assume that we have a project which consists
of a set of dummy and non-dummy activities A =
fA0; A1; :::; An; An+1g and K renewable resource type.
The duration of an activity Aj is denoted as dj . Each
activity Aj requires rjk units of resource Rk during
each period of its duration. The dummy activities A0
and An+1, respectively, are used as the beginning and
end of the project, where d0 = dn+1 = 0 and r0k =
rn+1k = 0. Under these assumptions, the classical
RCPSP tries to minimize duration of the project by
generating a set of possible schedules [1]. In other
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words, the RCPSP tries to minimize the makespan of
schedule Fn+1 Subject to%
Fh � Fj � dj ; j = 1; :::; n+ 1; h 2 Pj ; (1)

where Fj is the �nish time of activity, Aj and Pj is a
set of preceding activities (or predecessors) of activity
Aj . This equation enforces the precedence constraints
between activities which can be given as:X
j2V (t)

rjk � Rk; k 2 K; t � 0; (2)

where:

V (t) = fj 2 AjFj � dj � t < Fjg : (3)

This equation enforces the resource limitation con-
straint, and Fj � 0; j = 1; :::; n + 1 describes
the constraints of decision variables. It is apparent
from the problem formulation that RCPSP can be
considered as a constraint satisfaction problem. Two
types of constraints that should be satis�ed are the
\precedence of each activity" and the \sum of required
resources" for each activity in any time period. The
precedence constraint allows an activity Aj to start
if and only if all its predecessor activities Pj have
been completed. The \sum of required resources"
constraint shows that the sum of resource requirements
for resource k in any time period cannot exceed Rk .

The RCPSP has attracted extensive attentions
in recent years and di�erent types of methods have
been proposed to cope with its' di�culty. The aim of
this work is to design a hybrid method called PSTCO
based on the PSO and TCO meta-heuristics. The PSO
has shown e�ciency in solving RCPSP problem. Due
to the performance of PSO, di�erent types of PSO-
based approaches have been proposed in literature.
Unlike PSO, the TCO meta-heuristic has not been
used for resolving RCPSP problems. The PSO has
rapid convergence speed and provide appropriate way
for performing global search. However, in order to
�nd better solutions in search spaces like RCPSPs we
need some kinds of local searches. The TCO method
is basically designed as a distributed decision making
process that utilizes the potential of local searches
around search space. The hybridization helps us to use
bene�ts of two methods. The proposed method solves
the RCPSP problem by interleaving PSO and TCO
iterations. The interleaving process requires PSO and
TCO pass their solutions to each other. The solutions
of TCO are updated in PSO iterations by considering
the global best solution. Similarly, the solutions of
PSO are adjusted by considering the locally observed
information. We found that better performance could
be obtained when TCO and PSO work together on the
RCPSP problem.

In this paper we show how to hybridize the
PSO and TCO method and investigate its performance
over the RCPSP problem. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview
of recent developments to solve the RCPSP. In this
section we specially focus on the previous PSO-based
approaches. Section 3 describes the basic concepts of
the PSO and TCO methods. Section 4 describes in
detail the modi�ed PSO method and its hybridization
with TCO method. Section 5 is devoted to experimen-
tal study and analysis of the proposed hybrid method
compared to the other state-of-art methods. Finally,
Section 6 ends this work by presenting some concluding
remarks.

2. Related works

In recent years many exact, heuristics, and meta-
heuristic methods have been proposed by authors to
solve the RCPSP problems. RCPSP is known as a
NP-hard problem. Due to its NP-hardness, the exact
methods can not solve large size RCPSP problems in a
satisfactory manner. Hence, the majority of researches
have concentrated on the heuristic and meta-heuristic
approaches. A meta-heuristic approach has the ability
to produce an optimal or near-optimal solution at each
cycle.

Dynamic programming [2], branch and bound [3-
6], and zero-one programming [7-9] are among the most
competitive exact methods. These exact methods can
only solve small problem instances. Several heuristics
[10-13] have been proposed to tackle complexities of
the RCPSPs. In recent years, many meta-heuristics
have been proposed for solving RCPSP. Some of the
meta-heuristic approaches such as tabu search [14] and
simulated annealing [15] maintain only one solution at
each cycle of the algorithm. These methods try to �nd
a new solution with better quality from the current
solution iteratively.

Other meta-heuristics containing methods such
as Genetic Algorithm (GA) [16-19], Ant Colony Op-
timization (ACO) [20], Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) [21-23], and Bee Algorithms (BA) [24-26] main-
tain a set of solutions at each cycle of the algorithm.
These approaches solve the RCPSP by employing an
initial population of individuals each of which repre-
senting a candidate schedule for the project. Then,
they evolve the initial population by successively apply-
ing a set of operators on the old solutions to transform
them into new solutions. These approaches showed
e�ciency in solving RCPSP problems.

PSO was �rst introduced by Kennedy and Eber-
hart in [27]. This method has been successfully applied
on a wide range of engineering �elds. The application of
PSO for RCPSP was studied by Zhang et al. in [28] and
[29]. They used permutation-based representation and
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priority-based representation to represent a solution.
In permutation-based representation, the location of
an activity in the solution vector shows the order the
activity scheduled. In priority-based representation,
each location in the solution vector shows an activity
and the corresponding value shows the priority of
activity. Similarly, Tchomte et al. applied an improved
PSO on the RCPSP problem [30]. Their study showed
that PSO provides e�cient way to solve RCPSP. It
seems that performance of PSO over RCPSP may
be improved through di�erent approaches such as
enhancing its exploration ability, providing appropriate
balance between exploration and exploitation, balanc-
ing local and global search or increasing diversity of
its populations. For example, the critical path method
was used by Chen et al. to enhance exploration ability
of PSO when solving RCPSP [31]. Also they used delay
local search and bidirectional scheduling to further
improve the performance of the standard PSO.

Apart from RCPSP, other scheduling problems
may be solved successfully using PSO. The PSO has
been used in [32] to solve owshop scheduling problem.
Also, PSO has been used by authors to schedule tasks
in a grid [33].

TCO is another meta-heuristic method which was
used in [34] for routing in adhoc networks. After
that, TCO has been used by Hedayatzadeh et al.
in [35] to optimize numerical functions. TCO has
been successfully applied to optimize real-valued pa-
rameters. The TCO can be used as a local search
method that helps us to increase diversity of search.
The search diversi�cation enhances exploration ability
of an algorithm. Hence, the algorithm has greater
chance to �nd better solution. However, there is no
application of TCO on RCPSP.

Although PSO and its improvements applied on
RCPSP, its hybridization with other methods has been
seldom applied to solve RCPSP problems. Hence,
this work tries to further improve the e�ciency of
PSO in solving RCPSP problems by introducing new
constraint handling method and combining it with the
TCO meta-heuristic.

3. Basic concepts

This section presents the required basic concepts for
the description of the proposed method. Here, the
concepts about PSO, TCO, scheduling scheme, and
forward-backward improvement are described.

3.1. Particle swarm optimization
PSO is a swarm intelligence technique inspired from
social behavior of bird ocking and �sh schooling. PSO
has been applied successfully to optimize a wide range
of engineering problems. The standard PSO algorithm
is an iterative process in which a set of particles

are characterized by their position and the velocity
with which they move in the solution space of a cost
function. Each individual in PSO ies in the parameter
space with a velocity which is dynamically adjusted
according to the ying experiences of its own and
those of its companions. Therefore, every individual
is gravitated toward a stochastically weighted average
of the previous best point of its own and that of its
neighborhood companions [35]. Mathematically, given
a swarm of particles, each particle i is associated with
a position vector ~Xi = fXi1; Xi2; :::; XiDg, which is
a feasible solution for an optimal problem in the D-
dimensional search space S. let the best previous
position (the position giving the best objective function
value called pbest) that particle i has found in the pa-
rameter space be denoted by ~Xpi; the best position that
the particles have ever found called gbest is denoted
using ~XG. At the start time all of the positions and
velocities are initialized randomly. At each iteration,
the position vector of each particle i is updated by
adding an increment vector ~Vi = fVi1; Vi2; :::; ViDg
so called velocity. In the original PSO algorithm,
the particles' positions are updated according to the
following equations:

~Vi fk + 1g =~Vi fkg+ c1r1

n
~Xpi � ~Xi fkg

o
+ c2r2

�
~XG � ~Xi fkg

�
; (4)

~Xi fk + 1g = ~Xi fkg+ ~Vi fk + 1g ; (5)

where ~Vik and ~Vifk + 1g present velocity vectors for
particle i in previous and current iterations, c1 and c2
are two positive constants, r1 and r2 are two random
parameters of uniform distribution in range of [0, 1],
which limit the velocity of the particle in the coordinate
direction.

This iterative process will continue swam by
swarm until a stop criterion is satis�ed. In the right-
hand side of Eq.(4), the second term represents the
cognitive part of the PSO algorithm at which a particle
changes its velocity based on its own thinking and
memory, while the third term is the social part of
the PSO algorithm at which the particle modi�es
its velocity based on the adaptation of the social-
psychological knowledge. In PSO algorithms, exploita-
tion is obtained through selecting the particle with best
�tness and moving toward that particle. Each particle
memorizes its previous best position to explore the
space between its previous best position and the global
best position found by swarm [36].

3.2. Termite colony optimization
TCO is an optimization method inspired from intel-
ligent behaviors of termites. A colony of termites
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has the ability to perform complex tasks by apply-
ing simple rules between its individuals [35]. TCO
employs stochastic process which is used by termites
to �nd the optimal solution. Each termite i in the
population is associated with a position vector ~Xi =
fXi1; Xi2; :::; XiDg which represents a feasible solution
for an optimal problem in the D-dimensional search
space S. In TCO, each position vector ~Xi represents
a hill with an associated quality which is represented
as fit( ~Xi). The �tness value models amount of
pheromones which are deposited on the hill. At each
cycle of the algorithm, the �tness value of each termite
is evaluated. The pheromone content at the location j
is computed based on the following equation:

�i fk + 1g = (1� �) �i fkg+ 1
.�

�t
�
~Xi

�
+ 1
�
; (6)

where � is the evaporation rate that is taken in range
of [0..1], �i fkg and �i fk + 1g are respectively the
pheromone level at the current and previous locations
of ith termite.

After computing the pheromone levels, each ter-
mite adjusts its trajectory based on local information
and moves to new location. The termite movement is a
function of pheromone level at the visited location and
the distance between a termite location and the visited
locations. Based on these parameters, two di�erent
movement patterns may be introduced for termites. A
local region around each termite is considered, and the
number of visited position in the neighborhood of the
termite is computed. If there is no visited position in
the neighborhood of a termite, it moves randomly in its
own nearby regions. Termites with one or more visited
positions in their neighborhood may select a more
pro�table position and move toward that position.

A part of termites employ a random movement
pattern in order to �nd more pro�table regions. The
random walk is performed by the termite in a region
with radius . The search region is centered at current
position of the termite. So the next position of a
termite is updated using the following equation [35]:

~Xi fk + 1g = ~Xi fkg+Rw
�
�; ~Xi fkg

�
; (7)

where ~Xi(k) represents the previous position of the
termite which is replaced by the new position of that
termite (i.e. ~Xi(k)), and Rw is a random walk function
that depends on the current position of the termite
and the radius search � . The initial value of radius �
is de�ned as a percentage of jUb� Lbj, where Ub and
Lb, respectively, represent the upper bound and lower
bound of the search space along each dimension.

The locally observed pheromones provide the
ability for a termite to use a selection process in
order to adjust its trajectories towards one of these
pheromone gradients. In other words, the termite

evaluates the provided pheromone information, and
adjusts its trajectory towards a position with the
highest level of pheromone. A termite i considers the
local best position (denoted as ~Bi) as its own promising
position and moves towards that if its current position
has smaller level of pheromone compared to the best
local position. The movement trajectory of the termite
i is controlled using the following equation [35]:

~Xi fk + 1g = ~Xi fkg+ !brb
n
~Bi � ~Xi fkg

o
;

if f�i fkg < �bi fkgg ;
(8)

where 1 < wb � 2 and 0 < rb < 1 probabilistically
controls the attraction of the termite towards local best
position.

3.3. Serial versus parallel scheduling scheme
To evaluate the performance of an individual in a
solving RCPSP problem we need to build a schedule
from a list of activities. Hence, we should use a
Schedule Generation Scheme (SGS). Given a list of
activities, we can build a schedule using one of the SGSs
approaches so-called parallel-SGS and serial-SGS. The
serial-SGS performs time-incrementation to construct
active schedules. The serial-SGS is an activity oriented
scheme that generates a schedule from the activity list
in n stages. In each stage, one activity is selected and
it is scheduled at the earliest precedence and resources
feasible time.

The parallel-SGS performs activity incrementa-
tion. In parallel-SGS, the activities with the feasible
precedence and resource are scheduled at each point of
time. In this way, it is possible to assign more than one
activity with di�erent priorities at a certain time. If no
activity can be assigned at that time, the time is set to
the end time of the shortest in-process activity [37].

3.4. Forward backward improvement
The serial-SGS or parallel-SGS is applied on the solu-
tions provided by the individuals in a meta-heuristic
approach in order to build a feasible schedule. Both
of these scheduling schemes may consider the activity
list in a forward or backward order. In the backward
order, the last activity An+1 is considered at �rst and
all the other activities are viewed in reverse. Usually,
using the same SGS, the forward and backward ap-
proaches return di�erent solutions. The best of these
solutions can be used as the result of SGS. To obtain
more e�ciency, one can use both of the forward and
backward approaches to solve the problem in two times.
Normally, the better solution is considered.

After generating a schedule using a SGS, it is
some times possible to make the schedule shorter by
shifting its activities to the right using a backward scan.
The newly obtained result can be shifted to the left
using a forward scan. This process which reduces the
makespan is called forward backward improvement.
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4. Hybrid of PSO and TCO

This section describes the hybrid of PSO and TCO
called PSTCO method in details. The pseudocode
of the PSTCO is given in Figure 1. The PSTCO
interleaves search iterations of the PSO with the
search iterations of the TCO. The main idea is that
search iterations of the PSO being followed by search
iterations of TCO in order to utilize potentials of global
and local searches.

In one hand, the PSO iterations provide a global
search over the solution space. Hence, these iterations
produce good solutions which are distributed globally
in the solution space. However, in PSO, the local

landscape around the individuals is not considered.
The local landscape around an individual may provide
valuable additional information. Local exploration
provides the ability to gravitate an individual towards
better position. Upon these considerations, the ob-
tained solutions by the PSO iterations are feed to the
TCO iterations.

In other hand, the TCO provides e�cient way
to perform local search. However, we can improve
its performance by providing good starting point in
the solution space. Hence, the solutions provided by
the PSO iterations are fed to the TCO iterations in
order to accelerate termites' movements towards more
pro�table regions.

Figure 1. Pseudocode of the proposed method.
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The PSTCO method receives the following pa-
rameters as inputs: maximum number of iterations
(max iter), population size (s), number of PSO itera-
tions (n1), number of TCO iterations (n2), and number
of solutions which are fed from PSO (TCO) to the TCO
(PSO) at the switching time (�). The parameters n1
(n2) respectively shows how many times PSO iterations
(TCO iterations) should be executed before a switching
time. For example, if we set n1 = 2 and n2 = 3,
it means that PSTCO executes 2 iterations of PSO,
switches from PSO to TCO, executes 3 iteration of
TCO, and then switches from TCO to PSO. More
precisely, n1 iterations of PSO are followed by n2
iterations of TCO.

The PSTCO has seven phases: 1) initialization,
2) global search, 3) switch from global search to local
search, 4) local search, 5) switch from local to global
search, 6) constraint handling, and 7) termination.
The following sections describe the PSTCO phases in
details.

4.1. Initialization
The PSTCO method starts with PSO iterations.
Hence, we need only to initialize the PSO. The algo-
rithm starts with n particles being placed randomly in
the solution space. The proposed hybrid algorithm uses
the priority-based representation for their individuals.
Each particle presents a position in the search space.
If the problem has N activities, the particles will y in
the search space with N dimensions. A position is a
candidate for the priority list ~P = hp1; p2; :::; pni : Each
element of the list �xedly represents an activity and its
corresponding value shows the priority of that activity.
Hence, the position vector ~Xi = fXi1; Xi2; :::; XiDg
of each individual i represents the priority values of
n activities.

Under this con�guration, a solution space of
priorities will be created where the lower and upper
bounds of each dimension is de�ned as Lb = 0:0 and
Ub = 1:0. Hence the value of each element must be
limited to [Lb; Ub]. The elements with values larger
(smaller) than upper bound (lower bound) are set to
Ub(Lb).

4.2. Global search phase
The PSO tries to �nd better solutions by considering
the social knowledge which is obtained by explorations
of the particles over the solution space. Each particle
presents a possible schedule for the RCPSP problem.
The PSO phase follows the standard scenario which
is given in Section 3.1. However, to improve the
convergence speed of the standard PSO, the velocity
equation is changed as follows:
~Vifk + 1g = � f~Vifkg+ c1r1f ~Xpi � ~Xifkgg

+ c2r2( ~XG � ~Xifkg)g; (9)

where 0 <  < 1 is a constriction factor that speed
up the convergence of the proposed method. Under
this con�guration, the PSO phase updates the position
of each particle by considering its current position, its
personal best and the global best solution. Hence, we
need to calculate the �tness of the proposed schedules
by the particles in order to determine their personal
bests as well as the global best solution. Using the
serial-SGS, the makespan of each schedule presented by
a particle j is calculated using the following equation:

~fit (xj) =
1

m spanj
; (10)

where m � spanj is the makespan of the schedule
proposed by the particle j.

The RCPSP is known as a constraint satisfaction
problem. The provided solutions by the particles may
be feasible or infeasible. Hence, the infeasible solutions
should be handled by the PSTCO method. For this
purpose we use a new constraint satisfaction approach
which is given in Section 4.6. This module investigates
the infeasible solutions and replaces it with the new
feasible solution which is constructed based on the
infeasible ones.

4.3. Switching from global to local search
The PSTCO method simply switches from PSO to
TCO. At the switching time, a part of solutions found
by the PSO is passed to the TCO. Each solution
determines the start position of a termite in the next
iteration of TCO. More precisely, at the switching time,
each particle switches its type as termite.

4.4. Local search phase
The TCO uses the solutions which are passed from PSO
as the start positions of its termites. Next, TCO tries
to �nd improved solutions in the local neighborhoods
of those solutions. We follow the standard way as pre-
sented in Section 3.2 in order to perform local search in
the neighborhoods of the termites. However, the neigh-
borhood for each termite should be de�ned. In this
work, the Euclidian distances of termites from the can-
didate termite are calculated. If a Euclidian distance
is smaller than a threshold, the corresponding termite
is considered as a neighbor of the candidate termite.
This thresholds are adaptively adjusted by considering
the lower bound and upper bound of the search space.
The thresholds is de�ned using following equation:

R = 1� Q
max iter

� iter; (11)

where iter is the current iteration, max iter is the
maximum number of iterations, and the parameter Q
is manually adjusted based on the maximum number
of iteration. Normally, at the �rst iteration, the
threshold R has large size whereas its size decreases
as the algorithm proceeds. At each iteration the
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neighbors of a candidate termite are considered.
The termite with no neighbor moves randomly using
Eq.(7). The termite with one or more neighbors
selects one of them randomly as its neighbor and
updates its position using Eq. (8).

After the termites have been updated, their pro-
vided solutions may be infeasible. Similar to the
PSO phase, the infeasible solutions are passed to the
constraint handling module. This module will try to
convert them to feasible solutions.

4.5. Switching from local to global search
Switching from TCO to PSO is quite straightforward.
At the switching time, each termite switches its type as
particle. The solution found by termites updates the
positions of the corresponding particles in the PSO.
Hence we need to update the previous best position of
each particle as well as the global best position of the
swarm. The �tness of the new solution for a particle is
compared to its old �tness and if the new solution has
better �tness, it will be considered as the personal best
position. Also, the global best position is compared
with this new personal best position and it will be
updated if the current personal best position has better
�tness compared to the global best position.

4.6. Constraint handling
RCPSP is a constraint satisfaction problem. In each
cycle of the algorithms, after construction of the new
solutions, a new population of feasible and infeasible
solutions is generated. A solution is called infeasible
if it violates the constraints of the problem. The
constraint handling process has two steps: detection
of infeasible solutions and recovering them to feasible
solutions. Assume that a priority list and its corre-
sponding activity list are given. At the �rst step, we
try to construct schedule from activity list using serial
SGS method. At each stage of serial SGS method, the
next activity with the highest priority is selected to
be added to the schedule. If the activity could not be
added to the schedule due to a constraint, the solution
is considered as infeasible. If this situation occurs, the
second step starts. At the second step, the activity
which violates the constraints is changed with the
next activity with smaller priority and the constraint
handling process is applied on the new activity list.
This process is iterated until the infeasible solution is
converted to a feasible solution.

It should be noted that when two activities are
exchanged in the activity list, their corresponding
priorities remain in their positions. It means that
the activity that violates the constraints, obtains the
lower priority and the activity that recovers infeasible
solution obtains higher priority. Under this way, the
activities which violate constraints are shifted to the
right side of the list.

4.7. Termination
The algorithm terminates after the termination condi-
tion is satis�ed. After termination, the solution with
the minimum makespan is returned as the �nal result.

5. Experiments

This section presents the experiments conducted for
investigating the performance of the proposed algo-
rithms. The investigated algorithms have been ap-
plied on the Single Mode Data Sets cases in PSPLIB
library [38]. The proposed method has been coded in
Matlab. First, the representation of solutions in the
proposed method is described. Next, tuning of the
parameters is presented. Finally, the proposed method
is compared with the other methods.

5.1. Solution representation
The priority-based representation [24] is used by the
PSTCO method. Each individual in PSTCO repre-
sents a point in a N -dimensional search space. More
precisely, each point is a N -dimensional vector in which
an element represents an activity and its corresponding
value represents the priority. The priority values can
vary in range of [0,1]. The solution representation
by PSTCO is shown using a project from the j30
case studies. This example has 30 activities and four
resources. The minimum makespan of this case study
is 53 and the available resources for R1, R2, R3 and R4
are 13, 13, 12, and 15, respectively. The details of this
example are given in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The details of the example from the j305-1 case
studies.
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Figure 3. The schedule proposed by PSTCO.

The best solution found by PSTCO method for
this case is shown in Figure 3. The �gure shows the
associated priorities to each of the activities. The
activities are sorted in descending order based on their
priorities.

The schematic diagram of the proposed schedule
by the PSTCO for this case is given in Figure 4. This
schedule is produced based on the solution given in Fig-
ure 3. The serial schedule generation scheme or parallel
schedule generation scheme has been used by researches
to construct the schedules. In this example, the serial-
SGS is used to construct the schedule of activities.
The serial-SGS sequentially adds the activities selected
from the sorted list of activities to the schedule until a
solution is obtained. At each step of the serial-SGS, the
next activity is selected and the �rst possible position is
assigned to that activity such that the precedence and
resource constraints are satis�ed. As can be seen from
Figure 4, the proposed method produces the minimum
makespan for this case study.

5.2. Tuning parameters
The proposed method has some parameters. These
parameters should be tuned in order to use the pro-
posed method e�ciently. The suggested settings of the
parameters to evaluate performance of the proposed
PSO, TCO, and PSTCO methods are given in Table 1.
As can be seen from Table 1, the PSTCO method
has eight parameters. It should be noted that a large

Table 1. Settings of the PSTCO parameters.

Parameter Value

c1: acceleration coe�cient 1.0
c2: acceleration coe�cient 1.0
: constriction factor 0.7
wb: weight 1.0
n1: number of PSO iterations 1
n2: number of TCO iterations 1
Q: radius parameter 0.4
s: population size 35

number of values could be assigned to some of the
parameters such as c1 and it is hard to examine all the
combination of the parameters. Hence, we have tried to
reduce the number of experiments conducted for tuning
of the parameters. For better representation, tunings
of the parameters are given in the following categories:

A) Coe�cients and interleaving parameters;
B) Radius parameter;
C) Population size.

A) Coe�cients and interleaving parameters.
The proposed method interleaves the PSO and TCO
phases. Hence the number of PSO and TCO iterations
(i.e. n1 and n2) in each episode is set at 1. Our empir-
ical study showed that the changes on the coe�cient
factors c1, c2, and coe�cient wb result small changes
on the performance of the proposed method. Hence, in
this work, their values are set at 1.0. The e�ect of the
constriction factor has been studied by Yin and Wang
in [36]. Based on their study, the value of constriction
factor is set at 0.7. In addition to these parameters,
the PSTCO method has two other parameters that
have positive e�ect on its performance. Tuning of these
parameters are given in the next section.

B) Radius parameter. In this experiment, all the
parameters except parameter Q have �xed values given
in Table 2. The values of parameter Q are varied from
0.1 to 0.8 in step of 0.1. The e�ect of this parameter
on the performance of PSTCO in terms of success
rate is given in Table 2. For the j30 case studies,
the best result is obtained for Q = 0:5 , while for
the j60, j90, and j120, the best results are obtained
when the radius is set at 0.4. Hence, the range of
[0.4,0.5] is recommended for parameter Q . In our
experiments, the value of parameter Q is set at 0.4
for the comparative study.

C) Population size. It seems that performance of
the PSTCO method is a�ected by the population size.
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Figure 4. The best solution found by PSTCO.

Table 2. The e�ect of parameter Q on the performance of the PSTCO method.

Q = 0:1 Q = 0:2 Q = 0:3 Q = 0:4 Q = 0:5 Q = 0:6 Q = 0:7 Q = 0:8

j30 0.8604 0.8667 0.8750 0.8958 0.9000 0.8708 0.8667 0.8667
j60 0.7292 0.7333 0.7375 0.7417 0.7396 0.7354 0.7354 0.7333
j90 0.7312 0.7312 0.7354 0.7438 0.7375 0.7375 0.7292 0.7271
j120 0.2967 0.3000 0.3033 0.3083 0.3067 0.3067 0.2983 0.3000

In this experiment the e�ect of population size of
the performance of the PSTCO is studied. For this
experiment, the number of produced schedules is set at
5000. The population size is varied from 15 to 40 in
step of 5. The e�ect of population size on the success
rate of the PSTCO method is given in Table 3. For

the j30 case study, the best result is obtained when the
population size is set at 35. For the j60 case study, the
best results are obtained when the population size is set
at 30 and 35. Finally, the best results for j90 and j120
case studies are obtained by a population of size 35.
From the results, it can be seen that the population size
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Table 3. The e�ect of population size on the performance of the PSTCO method.

Size

Case study 15 20 25 30 35 40

j30 0.8583 0.8583 0.8729 0.8979 0.8938 0.8875

j60 0.7271 0.7292 0.7333 0.7417 0.7417 0.7354

j90 0.7292 0.7292 0.7354 0.7417 0.7438 0.7333

j120 0.2967 0.3000 0.3000 0.3033 0.3083 0.3050

has positive e�ect on the performance of the PSTCO
algorithm. In general we recommend the use of the
population size in range of [30, 35]. In this paper, the
population size is set at 35.

5.3. Comparative study
The best con�guration obtained under tuning of pa-
rameters is used here to compare the proposed method
against other methods. Here, we conduct the following
metrics to investigate the performance of the proposed
method:

A) Success rate after prede�ned number of schedules;
B) Average deviation from critical path;
C) Convergence behavior throughout iterations.

A) Success rate. In the �rst experiment, the success
rate of the proposed method compared to the other
variants of PSO is considered. Here we used the
following variants of PSO for comparison: standard
PSO [28], PSO Delay [31], PSO Bidirectional [31], and
PSO+ [31]. This experiment shows how many cases
of PSPLIB library [38] can be solved by the proposed
algorithm. We say that a case study problem can be
solved if the algorithm �nds optimal solution or lower
bound solution for that problem. Figure 5 presents
the experimental results for the j30, j60, and j120
case studies. The vertical axis of each �gure indicates

the percentage of the problem instances which are
successfully solved by an algorithm.

From the results we can see that the modi�ed
PSO (called IPSO) method independently outperforms
other variants of the PSO method presented in litera-
ture. Also, the proposed TCO method has the ability
to outperform other PSO-based methods when applied
independently over the case studies. However, our
proposed PSO dominates the TCO method.

Although PSO and TCO independently provide
good solutions, we can obtain better performance with
their hybrid variant. In general, the best results were
obtained by the PSTCO method over the j30, j60, j90,
and j120 case studies.

B) Statistical test. Usually, the statistical tests
such as t-test, Wilcoxon test, etc. are used to determine
if a proposed method has statistically better perfor-
mance in comparison with the other methods or not.
Such tests help the users to select a method for their
purposes. Here, the Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test is used in
order to show if the proposed method has signi�cantly
better performance compared to other variants of PSO
or not. The proposed method statistically has better
performance if the p-value between its results and the
best results obtained by the other algorithms is smaller
than the signi�cance level � = 0:005.

In this experiment, the number of produced

Figure 5. Average success rates of the proposed methods in comparison with other variants of PSO method.
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Table 4. The results of Wilcoxon rank sum test.

Case study h

j30 1

j60 1

j90 1

j120 1

schedules is set at 1000. The results of the statistical
test are given in Table 4. The one value for the h shows
that the proposed method has better performance
while the zero value shows the proposed method is
not statistically better than the other methods. From
the results it can be seen that the proposed method
signi�cantly has better performance compared to other
PSO-based methods.

C) Average deviation. The objective of this ex-
periment is to compare the ability of the methods in
�nding the schedule with minimal makespan. The
experiments were conducted on the j30 and j60 case
studies with 480 instances and for the j120 case study
with 600 instances. The complexity of the problem
increases as the number of activities increases.

The comparative study investigates the perfor-
mance of the bee algorithm against other state-of-
art algorithms on a set of well-known benchmarks.
The proposed method is compared with other heuristic
and meta-heuristic approaches, including Genetic Al-
gorithm (GA), Simulated Annealing (SA), Tabu Search
(TS), Adaptive Sampling (AS), Ant Colony Optimiza-
tion (ACO), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and
their hybrids in view of the average derivation (Av Dev)
from the optimal solution (i.e., project duration). The
performances of reported methods were obtained from
the original papers.

Table 5 shows the average deviations from the op-
timal makespan of the proposed algorithms compared
to other heuristic and meta-heuristic methods. For
the j30 case study, the proposed PSTCO algorithm
obtains rank 5 between 27 investigated methods after
5000 schedule generations.

For the j60 case study, the proposed PSTCO
obtains ranks 2 between 25 investigated methods after
5000 schedule generations.

For the j120 case study the proposed PSTCO
algorithm obtains fourth rank between 24 investigated
methods after 5000 schedule generations.

5.4. Convergence behavior
The comparative study showed that PSTCO method
provides competitive results compared to other investi-
gated algorithm. In this experiment, the e�ect of local
search on the convergence behavior of the proposed
method is considered. For this purpose, a problem

Figure 6. The e�ect of hybridization on the convergence
speed.

instance from the j120 case study is considered, and
the number of produced schedules is set at 5000. The
experiment is iterated for 10 times and the average
result is given. Figure 6 shows the average conver-
gence speed of the proposed PSO, TCO, and PSTCO
algorithms. The results show that the TCO indepen-
dently has the lowest convergence speed. Although
the TCO algorithm, which only uses the local search,
successfully solves this problem instance, it needs more
times in order to converge to the optimum solution.
The PSO method which provides appropriate level of
global search has faster convergence speed compared
to the TCO method. The fastest convergence speed is
obtained by incorporating the local search potential of
the TCO method into the PSO method.

In general, hybridization of the PSO method with
an e�cient local search method not only produces bet-
ter results compared to other variants of the PSO, but
also improves the convergence speed of the proposed
algorithm.

6. Conclusions

A hybrid of the PSO and TCO along with a new
constraint handling approach for solving resource-
constrained project scheduling problem was considered.
The proposed method works by interleaving the PSO
and TCO iterations. The PSTCO method utilizes the
potentials of the PSO and TCO approaches in global
and local searches to provide a proper balance between
exploration and exploitation.

The performance of the PSTCO algorithm has
been investigated on a set of well known benchmarks.
The comparative study showed that although the PSO
and TCO independently provide good performance in
solving the RCPSP problem, more e�ciency can be
obtained by hybridization between these two methods.
The overall performance showed that the proposed al-
gorithm provide e�ciency in solving the RCPSP prob-
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Table 5. Average deviation (%) from optimal makespan for j30 and critical path lower bound for j60, and j120 case
studies.

j30 j60 j120

Method SGS Ref. 1000 5000 Rank 1000 5000 Rank 1000 5000 Rank

GAPS Par.act. [39] 0.06 0.02 1 11.72 11.04 3 35.87 33.03 2

ACOSS ser./par. [40] 0.14 0.06 2 11.75 10.98 1 35.19 32.48 1

ANGEL Serial [41] 0.22 0.09 3 11.94 11.27 4 36.39 34.49 7

Neurogenetic Serial [37] 0.13 0.10 4 11.51 11.29 5 34.65 34.15 5

PSTCO Serial This study 0.27 0.14 5 12.53 11.03 2 34.87 34.01 4

HEDA Serial [42] 0.38 0.14 6 11.97 11.43 6 35.44 33.61 3

TS-activity list Serial [43] 0.46 0.16 7 12.97 12.18 11 40.86 37.88 11

Sampling-LFT, Both [44] 0.30 0.17 8 11.88 11.62 7 35.01 34.41 6

FBI

GA-self-adapting Both [45] 0.38 0.22 9 12.21 11.70 8 37.19 35.39 8

SA-activity list Serial [46] 0.38 0.23 10 12.75 11.90 10 42.81 37.68 10

GA-activity list Serial [47] 0.54 0.25 11 12.68 11.89 9 39.37 36.74 9

GA { late join Serial [48] 0.74 0.33 12 13.28 12.63 13 39.97 38.41 12

PSO Per. [28] 0.69 0.42 13 - - - - - -

Sampling- adaptative ser./par. [49] 0.65 0.44 14 12.94 12.58 12 39.85 38.70 14

TS-schedule scheme spec. [47] 0.86 0.44 15 13.80 13.48 21 - - -

Sampling-adaptative ser./par. [42] 0.74 0.52 16 13.51 13.06 15 41.37 40.45 18

Single pass/ Serial [44] 0.83 0.53 17 13.96 13.53 23 42.84 41.84 21

sampling-LFT

Sampling { global Serial [48] 0.81 0.54 18 13.80 13.31 19 41.36 40.46 19

GA-random key Serial [16] 1.03 0.56 19 14.68 13.32 20 45.82 42.25 22

ABC Serial [24] 0.98 0.57 20 14.57 13.12 16 43.24 39.87 17

PSO P. of A [28] 0.92 0.61 21 - - - - - -

Sampling-rand. Serial [50] 1.44 1.00 22 15.94 15.17 25 49.25 47.61 24

GA-priority rule Serial [16] 1.38 1.12 23 13.30 12.74 14 39.93 38.49 13

Single pass/ par. [51] 1.40 1.28 24 13.66 13.21 17 39.65 38.77 16

sampling-WCS

Single pass/ par. [44] 1.40 1.29 25 13.59 13.23 18 39.60 38.75 15

sampling-LFT

Sampling-random par. [50] 1.77 1.48 26 14.89 14.30 24 44.46 43.05 23

GA-problem space ext.par. [52] 2.08 1.59 27 14.33 13.49 22 42.91 40.69 20

lem. The PSTCO method provides better performance
compared to other PSO-based methods presented in
literature.
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